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Tony Taglianetti / Gallery Director

Angelini’s works represent his vision of the world which he 

explores through the use of various recycled materials such 

as aluminium, copper, cotton, cardboard and plastic. These 

materials are assembled throughout a rigorous creative 

process starting with the careful selection of the materials,

generating in turn a structural basis for the patterns,

colours and energy and then, finally, the artist applies paint

with a spontaneous and gestural freedom. 

Being instinctively guided by the signs and traces that the 

materials leave on the surface of the canvases, Angelini 

solicits a certain randomness in the emergence of these marks

which are nevertheless created intentionally.

The often oblong vertical surfaces of the canvases result in 

a rhythmic lecture of the works, and tend to allow for an 

expressive dialogue with the viewer. Angelini’s paintings 

result from a freedom in his approach, where he loses himself

in the process in order to find solutions that correspond to

the essence of the materials used and where the surface 

naturally evolves and morphs.

In his recent body of work, the artist returns to canvas after

spending some years working on metals and polystyrene, and 

introduces larger areas of white tones which enhance the 

inherent and yet unpredictable equilibrium within the work. 

These monochromatic backdrops are carefully ruptured by spots

of colour, opacity, texture, pigment and finish which 

subsequently shatter and reinforce this chromatic equilibrium.

The different techniques such as dripping, collage, spray, 

as well as the layering of these fragile and resilient 

materials with the paint become a metaphor for life and the 

different stages of time – the traces left behind and yet 

still visible, the lines which do not lead or dispel, 

the controlled and yet random compositions and the existential

signs and symbols. 
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The Brick Lane Gallery is pleased to announce “Restful Turmoil”

featuring a new body of works by Italian artist Marco Angelini.



SYNTHETIC WHITE N°2

60 x 20 cm
mixed technique on canvas
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CHIMERA

60 x 20 cm
mixed technique on canvas
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10     
ITEMS OF BACKGROUND

120 x 30 cm
mixed technique on canvas
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12     
LEVELS OF TURMOIL 

120 x 30 cm
mixed technique on canvas
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14     
SILENT TEAR 

120 X 30 cm
mixed technique on canvas
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16     
SYNTHETIC WHITE

120 X 30 cm
mixed technique on canvas
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18     
THE HUMAN ABYSS 

135 X 25 cm
mixed technique on polystyrene
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20     
RESTFUL TURMOIL

120 X 40 cm
mixed technique on canvas
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22     
INTO THE NOW

100 X 35 cm
mixed technique on polystyrene
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24     
EMOTIONAL DIVERSION

120 X 30 cm
mixed technique on canvas
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Marco Angelini was born in Rome, Italy in 1971. Having 
studied sociology at University, Marco continues to 
pursue his interest in people and cultures by 
travelling. His aim is to find the links between 
specific cultural traditions and the effect that 
technology  has had on  their environment, specifically 
modern and urban societies.

Marco Angelini
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www.marcoangelini.it

Recent exhibitions include Galleria White Cube 3, Roma; 
Zamojska Gallery, Zamość, Poland; Pracownia Gallery, 
Warsaw; Onishi Gallery, Chelsea, New York; Galleria 
Crispi, Rome; Palazzo della Ragione, Mantova; Galleria 
Gard, Rome.

info@marcoangelini.it
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Special thanks to 

Daniela Schiavo Campo de Gregorio

Graphic Design: Emanuela Virga

The exhibition is supported by
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The Brick Lane Gallery
196 Brick Lane
London
E1 6SA
+44 (0) 207 729 9721
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